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Preface

What this book covers
In this book I explain seven technical analysis tools which can really make a difference to
spread betting performance. The seven tools covered are:

1. ATR

2. Directional movement

3. Moving averages

4. Support and resistance

5. Oscillators

6. Relative strength

7. Momentum

The focus is on practical use rather than academic theory. So I show how each tool can help
improve performance and how to use it to best effect. There are many charts in this book
illustrating each tool. Each tool has its own individual role to play in the trader’s
methodology, either on its own or in combination with some of the other tools.

Who this book is for
The book is for people with any level of technical analysis skills, from virtual beginners to
advanced users. The beginner may want to supplement their reading by reading various free
online resources referred to in the text. All readers are also referred to further research by way
of a recommended reading list.

Although the book is primarily for spread bettors it is not necessary for the reader to have
any previous spread betting experience, the concepts discussed are of potential interest to all
traders. 

The focus of the book is mostly on daily charts, and as such will be of interest to traders
whose trades last from a couple of days to say 30 days. However the tools can be applied to
all time frames. So the day trader can use the basic principles on, say, a 10 minute chart, while
the longer-term investor can use the basic principles on weekly charts.

How this book is structured
After this preface there is a short introduction – the main purpose of which is to explain the
reasons for writing this book.
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Then we get to the heart of the book. Each of the seven charting tools is explained in a
separate chapter, all of which have the same structure:

1.    Background and construction. Each chapter starts with a brief introduction, followed

by a first look at the tool in action, illustrated most of the time with an annotated

chart of the FTSE 100. This leads on to a detailed look at how the tool in constructed.

In a number of cases the more complicated arithmetic can be found in the Appendices.

2.    Overview of tool. In this section we look at the main purpose of the tool, its strengths

and its weaknesses.

3.    Settings. For each tool where the user has a choice of settings we look at both the

standard settings and the ones used in this book.

4.    How to use this tool. This section focuses on how the tool is used in this book.

5.    Example. Each chapter contains a detailed worked example of the tool in action.

6.    Alternatives. In some cases the user can get similar benefits from other tools, which

are discussed here.

7.    Conclusion. Each chapter finishes with a very brief final comment on the tool.

Following this there is a chapter on how the tools can be combined to build, or complement,
a trading methodology. 

Finally, the Appendix lists books and internet resources that I recommend as useful for spread
bettors, and also provides further notes on the detailed calculations of the indicators.
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Introduction

Spread betting using a structured approach

My first book looked at the differences between people who win at spread betting and
those that don’t. One of the big differences is that the winners use a structured

approach. They plan their trades and use systems and techniques that in the long run give
them an edge. They also keep their bet size at a level which will give their longer-term edge
a chance to play out while still keeping them in the game during the inevitable shorter-term
volatility.

In the winner’s enclosure you find a surprisingly large number of diverse approaches. Some
people perform detailed analysis of company results, poring over balance sheets, profit and
loss statements, cash flow schedules and the like. Others have expertise in strategic planning,
marketing and sales, and can spot a company that seems to be going places. Others have
corporate finance skills and try to make money by guessing the next takeover target.

The technical analysis community believe that the study of price action alone can provide an
edge – that certain patterns of price movement have predictive value which can be exploited.

In my view technical analysis is ideally suited for spread betting, where one can bet on short-
term price movements with leverage, and where part of the game is identifying logical places
to enter and exit a bet.

Which technical analysis tools to select?

The difficulty facing many spread bettors is that there is a vast array of technical analysis
tools available, many of which are now easily accessible either via the spread betting firms
themselves or through third party trading and investment software, including many free
online services. For most spread bettors the process of selecting which technical analysis tools
to use is largely a matter of trial and (expensive) error.

So many parameters…

Even after selecting potentially useful tools, the spread bettor is then faced with a multitude
of choices about which parameters to use on the selected tools. Once again this often involves
further research, time and money.

The reason for this book

I like to focus on a relatively small number of technical analysis tools which I have learnt
how to use in a way that helps me. I get so many questions on this that I thought it might
help others if I documented how I use various tools. This book is about the technical analysis
tools which I believe give me an edge and the parameters I use for them.
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Background information
Before we start I want to talk briefly about:

•     charting software, and 

•     technical analysis concepts.

1. Charting software

This book uses ShareScope software to illustrate the tools we look at. I have used the software
for many years and all my books have featured it. I like it.

If you don’t have ShareScope you will find that you can get access to many of the tools in
this book through free sites on the internet. I personally don’t find this route as convenient
(and so I am prepared to pay both for the convenience and for the full functionality of the
ShareScope software), but the free sites may work for you. Try the following:

www.uk.finance.yahoo.com

www.money.uk.msn.com

www.advfn.com

www.digitallook.com

Alternative suppliers of software you have to pay for include:

www.equis.com (Metastock)

www.esignal.com

www.simplychart.com

www.trackdata.com

This is far from an exhaustive list. If you search the internet for investment software or
trading software you will find more suppliers.

The spread betting firms themselves also supply technical analysis functionality, but the
quality varies quite a bit, and often the data is based on the firms’ own prices rather than the
underlying market.

2. Technical analysis concepts

I have written this book so that it can be read both by people with very little prior knowledge
of technical analysis and by seasoned technical analysis practitioners. I try to explain the
various concepts in each chapter but there are one or two which deserve a comment up front.

4
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User defined

You will come across the expression “user defined” quite a bit in the text. For example, in
“user defined number of periods”. What this means is that typically there are a number of
different settings which traders favour when using the tool, and that typically the software
allows the user of the software to alter these parameters according to preference.

Take for instance the indicator RSI which we will be having a look at: the standard setting
for this indicator is 14 days, but you should be able to change this on your software to
another number. 

What number?

Well, that’s for later…

Fractals

A nice name for quite a simple phenomenon. A three bar pattern, which comprises either:

•     a bar with a low that is lower than the bar on either side of it, or

•     a bar with a high that is higher than the bar on either side of it.

In the first case that low represents the point at which the bears were no longer able to push
prices lower, and if price comes back to that point again, maybe they will fail to push prices
lower again.

In the second case that high represents the point at which the bulls were no longer able to
push prices higher, and if price comes back to that point again, maybe they will fail again at
that point to push prices higher.

I explain this some more in the text, but I mention it up front because for me it is one of the
most powerful trading concepts I know.

In the literature these points are often named differently (e.g. pivot points) but I like fractal.

Further research

Various online resources are recommended if you want to research the topics in this book
further and an extensive reading list is in the Appendix.

There is a great site, www.stockcharts.com, which has a good, free instructional area.

And you can consult with the user community of www.spreadbettingcentral.co.uk by posting
on the forum there.

5
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TOOL 1: ATR





Background and construction

ATR is one of a number of indicators which measure volatility. Volatility can be described
as a measure of the state of instability. In trading, volatility is a measure of the instability

of the price of a financial instrument. Traders need some volatility in the financial
instruments they trade, for without it there would be no price movement to take advantage
of. Having a tool to measure volatility allows the trader to adapt to varying volatility, for
instance by having wider stops when volatility increases and tighter stops when volatility
decreases.

ATR is short for Average True Range, a concept described by Welles Wilder in his ground-
breaking book New Concepts in Technical Trading Systems.

Here is a chart of the FTSE 100, with ATR added. It is a great example of high volatility, in
this case associated with uncertainty as the market direction changed from down to up,
moving to lower volatility, as the new trend up became more established. (You can see my
interpretation of this transition in the notes I have put on to the chart.)

ATR – FTSE 100

11

Market in volatile
downtrend, with
average true range
well over 100

Market still volatile
as trend turns from
down to up, with
average true range
still over 100

As traders become more confident
in the new up trend, volatility
begins to fall, with average true
range falling steadily

Average true range is
now around 75,
compared with 135 at
one point in January



Here is a much simplified example of calculating the average range over the last 10 days of
the period covered by this chart.

Total of differences = 627, divided by 10 = 63.

Actually the calculation is more complicated than this, for two main reasons:

1.    Adjustments are made for gaps. A gap occurs if for instance the low of today is higher

than the high of yesterday. In this case the size of the gap is also factored in to the

calculation. The adjusted figure is called the “true range”.

2.    To get the average true range from a set of true ranges is not just a matter of adding

them all up and dividing by the number in the set, there is a unique averaging process

which takes the previous average true range and then adjusts it based on the most

recent true range.

The average true range for the last day in the chart was actually 71, rather than the 63
produced by our simple calculation of the differences between the highs and the lows.

That’s probably as far as many readers will want to go on the arithmetic front, but for those
that are interested there is some more detail in the Appendix.

12
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High Low Difference

4859 4737 122

4911 4869 42

4923 4864 59

4927 4872 55

4906 4855 51

4944 4891 53

4921 4820 101

4822 4777 45

4842 4789 53

4874 4828 46

Total: 627



Overview of tool
Unlike some tools which measure volatility the concepts behind ATR are fairly easy to
understand. In essence, if the range of price movement within each period increases then ATR
will increase, if the range of price movement within each period decreases, then ATR will
decrease. Over time the volatility of each instrument thus measured will vary.

One benefit of this particular tool is that it provides an objective measure of current volatility
for an instrument which can be compared to volatility for the same instrument in other
periods. In addition, by dividing the volatility measure by the price of the instrument it is also
possible to compare volatility across instruments.

When using ATR we have to decide how many periods to include in the averaging process.
Do we want the average of the true range of 5 periods, or of 10 periods or of 14 periods, etc?
Most, though not all, trading software packages let the user choose the number of periods.

The strengths of ATR as a volatility measuring tool are:

•     simplicity of concept

•     objectivity of measurement

•     ease of use

•     easily programmed and therefore available in most investment/trading software

•     applicable on all time frames

•     well established and accepted as an analysis tool

A minor weakness of ATR is that because it takes an average over a number of periods, in
common with all moving averages it is a lagging indicator. However, this tends not to be a
problem in practice, particularly if the user takes care not to select too large a number of
periods.

Settings
Partly based on Welles Wilder’s book, a commonly used setting for ATR is 14 periods. Other
favoured settings include 20 periods, 10 periods and 5 periods. I tend to use a 10 period setting
on a daily chart, not only for trades which last from days to weeks but also for day trades.
For day trading I like to look at the 10 day ATR, and then use some percentage of it, rather
than using for instance the 10 period ATR of a ten minute chart, which is an alternative and
perfectly valid approach.
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How to use this tool
This tool can help spread bettors as ATR works on two key trading concepts:

1.    where to place stops, and

2.    how much to bet on a specific trade.

1. Placing stops

There are many techniques to assist stop placement. Here are a selection of places that traders
like to put stops:

•     below support if long or above resistance if short

•     below a moving average if long, or above it if short

•     below the low of the last X periods if long, or above the high of the last X periods if

short

•     using specialist techniques such as Welles Wilders Parabolic

If using ATR for stop placement, the technique is this:

•     if long the stop goes a multiple of ATR below a selected point in the last period

•     if short the stop goes a multiple of ATR above a selected point in the last period

There are two obvious questions to raise here, and one less obvious one. 

First of all, which point in the last period should be chosen?

There are at least three options:

1.    the close of the last period

2.    the high of the last period (for shorts) or the low of the last period (for longs)

3.    the typical price of the last period (typical price is calculated as the average of the

high the low and the close)

Secondly, what multiple of ATR should be used?

Here there is no simple one-fits-all solution; it will depend on the length of trades being
considered, which point in the last period is selected, the type of system, user preferences and

14
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the risk profile and objectives of the trader. Here are some options to consider, all based on a
10 day ATR:

•     trades expected to last up to an hour: 0.1 to 0.2 ATR.

•     trades expected to last up to a day: 0.2 to 0.5 ATR

•     trades expected to last a few days: 0.5 to 1.25 ATR

•     trades expected to last a few weeks: 1.25 to 2.0 ATR 

•     trades expected to last several months at least: 2.0 to 3.5 ATR 

Some additional comments need to be made on these options:

1.    Stops on trades lasting a few weeks should not be so close to the price that they get

hit by normal daily price movement up and down. By definition this daily price

movement up and down will average 1 ATR. So for such trades a stop say 1.0 ATR

from the close or the typical price is likely to be too close. 

2.    For a trade lasting a few days the target is usually one move in the right direction

with little retracement, so a tight stop (less than 1.0 ATR) can work.

3.    When using ATR for stop placement on a day trade it is common to use the entry

price as the start point for the calculation.

4.    Different ATR figures can be used during the lifetime of a trade; initially quite wide

stops can be used, then as the trade comes to its conclusion much closer stops can be

used. For instance, on a trade lasting several months the initial stop might be 3.0

ATR from the close, giving the trade room to develop; but then after a large profit

has already been obtained the trader might move the stop to say 1.25 ATR away, still

allowing the trade to continue if more profit is available, but giving up less profit if

the trend reverses.

5.    Stop placement should be reviewed on a regular basis – if the trader finds for instance

that trades have been getting stopped out too quickly, then a larger ATR multiple

should be considered.

15
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6.    It is a good idea to use ATR to compare risk to reward – for instance on a trade lasting

about a day one might be aiming to capture a 0.5 ATR move with 0.25 ATR risk; or

with a trade lasting a few weeks, a 2.5 ATR move with a 1.25 ATR risk. With many

successful systems the target reward is at least double the risk.

Thirdly – and this is the less obvious point – the trader has to make a decision whether to
move the stop once the trade moves favourably. There are two main techniques here:

1.    The initial stop is left at its original spot and if the stop has not been hit the trader

picks from a range of exit techniques at the appropriate point in time, for example

exiting at a target, exiting at support or resistance, exiting after a certain period of

time, to quote just three.

2.    The stop is moved during the life of the trade – this is known as a trailing stop. The

key technique here is never to move a stop further away from price than it was

previously; the stop can only be moved in the direction of the intended trade (i.e up

if long, down if short). Each time the stop is moved risk is reduced and, once in profit,

more and more of the profit is locked in.

2. Determining bet size

Bet size should be a function of two variables:

1.    the distance from the entry point and the initial stop,

2.    the percentage of speculative funds the trader wishes to risk on the bet.

We have already seen how the trader can use ATR to determine initial stop placement.

The percentage of speculative funds to be risked on any given bet should be predetermined,
taking into account the objectives and risk preferences of the trader, and the profile of the
system being used. I have commented in my earlier book, The Financial Spread Betting
Handbook, on the tendency of spread bettors to risk significantly too high a percentage of
their speculative funds on each trade, and this is a common cause of account closure. A well
known quote from a US trader suggests that any trader who risks 3% (or more) per trade is
“gunslinging”.

16
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With these two variables determined, bet size should be calculated automatically. For
example:

A skilled spread bettor should know this methodology inside out.

Example
We are going to look now at a setup for a short trade in First Group.

ATR charts

Each of the following three charts shows six months of daily price data ending on 10 February
2009. The first chart includes a 5 day ATR, the second chart a 10 day ATR and the third chart
a 14 day ATR.

17
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Variable Value

Entry 100

Stop 90

Distance from the entry point and
the initial stop

10

Speculative funds £4000

Predetermined risk per spread bet 1% (i.e. £40)

Bet size £4 per point (£40 divided by 10)
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11/8/08 10/2/09'09Sep Oct Nov Dec Feb 

FirstGroup PLCPence 1 day bars Ord
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5 Avg. True Range (Daily)

ScopeShareChart (c) www.sharescope.co.uk
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 18  26  8  15  22  29  13  20  27  10  17  24  8  15  22  29  12  19  26 

10 Avg. True Range (Daily)

ScopeShareChart (c) www.sharescope.co.uk

First Group – with 5 Day ATR

First Group – with 10 Day ATR



First of all note the difference in range of each ATR indicator across the six months:

•     5 day ATR range: 16.2 to 42.5

•     10 day ATR range: 18.3 to 37.5

•     14 day ATR range: 19.2 to 35.5

The smaller the ATR range the wider the fluctuations in its value since it is more sensitive to
daily changes in volatility.

Note however that the three ranges are not very different.

Note finally that across the six months the difference within each range between the lowest
and the highest value is wide; with both the 5 and the 10 ATR the highest value is more than
double the lowest value, with the 14 day ATR it is not far off double. It makes sense to adjust
one’s bet size and stop placement to reflect this, so that in times of greatest volatility stops
are further away, and bet size is correspondingly smaller.

The trade

Moving on to the short trade, this was a classic pullback setup. Visual inspection shows the
stock had been in a powerful downtrend for several months. Over the last five days on the
chart the stock had retraced some of that downtrend, with a series of higher highs each day.
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ScopeShareChart (c) www.sharescope.co.uk

First Group – with 14 Day ATR



At this stage the trader was looking for a sign that the downtrend was reasserting itself, to
trigger the short trade. One such trigger was if the stock moved below the low of the previous
day.

The low of 10 February 2009 was 288.25, so on this occasion the trader went short when on
the next day the price hit 288.0. 

This was a short-term trade expected to last just a few days and the initial target was to ride
the price down to the most recent low. The trader decided to use an ATR stop, and given the
time frame and objectives of the trade selected a stop of 1 ATR from the entry price. The trader
decided not to trail the stop until the initial target was hit.

The trader had £20,000 speculative funds dedicated to spread betting and consistently risked
1% of those funds on each trade (i.e. £200).

Let us now see how the 1 ATR stop should have been implemented with each value of ATR,
and the impact that had on bet size.

5 day ATR

With the 5 day ATR, 1 ATR (at the time the trade was made) was 17.0, so the stop should have
been at 305.0 (288 + 17). The trader should have bet £12 per point, which means if the stop
had been hit the loss would have been (305 – 288) times 12 (i.e. £204, in line with the
predetermined risk per trade).

10 day ATR

With the 10 day ATR, 1 ATR was 18.3 (price for this stock moved in 0.25p increments, so this
was rounded up to 18.5). So the stop should have been at 306.5 (288 + 18.5). The trader
should have bet £11 per point, which means if the stop had been hit the loss would have been
(306.5 – 288) times 11 (i.e. £203.50), again in line with the predetermined risk per trade.

14 day ATR

With the 14 day ATR, 1 ATR was 19.2, which was rounded up to 19.25. So the stop should
have been at 307.25 (288 + 19.25). The trader should have bet £10 per point, which means if
the stop had been hit the loss would have been (307.25 – 288) times 10 (i.e. £192.50). Some
traders might take a view that they would have been comfortable with £11 per point, giving
a loss of £211.75 if the stop was hit. For me personally that would be a little too much over
the £200 predetermined risk per trade.

20
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At some point in the future, the spread betting firms will allow fractions of a pound per
point for bets, and then we will be able to risk exactly the amount we want to risk per
trade.



Summary of trade calculation for different ATRs

So stop placement and bet size will vary slightly depending on which (period) parameter for
ATR is used, but not hugely. I am happy to use the 10 period ATR all the time.

Stop placement – reality check

One final point. One should always do a reality check on where that ATR stop will be. With
each ATR value selected above, the stop was above the highest point of the retracement,
which was 303p. So that is realistic and consistent with the basic idea behind the trade. If the
ATR stop was hit this would also mean that the high of the retracement had been exceeded,
which in turn would be a warning sign that perhaps the retracement was not yet over, or even
that the downtrend itself was stopping.

For those that want to know the end of the story: the trade was a success, but took longer
than originally anticipated. The previous low of the move was hit on the 15th day of the trade,
at which point the trader had to make a decision whether to exit the trade, or to move the
stop much closer to the latest price.

Alternatives 
If you like the idea of ATR, but your software package doesn’t have it, here is a simple work
around to get a proxy figure. It’s not perfect, but workable.

To get a rough equivalent of the 5 period ATR, just calculate the difference between the high
and the low for each of the last 5 periods, and average the differences. For the 10 period ATR
do a similar calculation for the last 10 periods. You will recall that is exactly what we did

21
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5 day ATR 10 day ATR 14 day ATR

Trade entry price 288 288 288

ATR (at trade entry) 17.0 18.5 19.25

Stop 305 (208+17) 306.5 (288+18.5) 307.25 (288+19.25)

Bet size (£ per point) 12 11 10

Potential loss (£) 204 (12 x 17) 203.5 (11 x 18.5) £192.5 (10 x 19.25)



earlier in this chapter for the last ten days of the FTSE 100 chart we looked at. If you have
spreadsheet facilities on your computer it should be a simple task to build a spreadsheet to
do the calculations for you; all you will need to do then is input the highs and the lows for
each period.

Conclusion
ATR is:

1.    simple and easy to use,

2.    can help with stop placement and bet size determination.
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